What are cookies?
Customs Support Group may collect and analyse information on the use of the Website by means of a
cookie. A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers
and stored on your computer or mobile device when
visiting the Website.
Which cookies?

Website. Cookies can also authorise other designated
Websites to recognise you for a particular purpose.
Finally
This statement has been prepared with due care. In
case you have any further questions, we kindly ask you
to contact us via: compliance@customssupport.com.

Customs Support Group may store the following
cookies:
Strictly necessary cookies
Strictly necessary cookies are cookies that are essential for you as a Website visitor. Without strictly necessary cookies, it would not be possible for you to navigate around the Website and to use the different features. Consent is not required for the placement of
strictly necessary cookies.
Functional cookies
Functional cookies are cookies that enable you to customize the Website to its needs and preferences. If
you choose to return to the Website at another given
time, the functional cookies will recognize that you
have visited the Website before. Consent is not required for the placement of functional cookies.
Analytical cookies, also referred to as ‘performance
cookies’
Analytical cookies are necessary to help us provide you
with a better user experience, as the information we
receive via the placement of analytical cookies enables
us to optimize our services and the features and performance of the Website. Consent is not required for
the placement of analytical cookies, if these analytical
cookies are anonymized, meaning that the IP-address
must be anonymized.
If the analytical cookies are not anonymized, we must
ask for your consent prior to the placement of nonanonymized analytical cookies.
Advertising or targeting cookies
Advertising or targeting cookies allows our business
partners to provide you with customized advertising.
We may only place advertising cookies after receiving
your consent. You can also permit or prevent the use
of cookies by changing the settings of your browser.
The use of cookies
Cookies can allow us to distinguish you from other
Website users, which helps Customs Support
Group to improve Website and to provide you with a
good experience when you browse the
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